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To gain insight into divertor operation, similarity techniques are employed to investigate whether
model systems of equations plus boundary conditions admit scaling transformations that lead to
useful divertor scaling laws. These can be used to perform similarity experiments or more fully
exploit large computer simulations. Fluid plasma models of the divertor region are adopted that
ignore anomalous processes. We consider neutral descriptions in both the short and long mean-free
path limits. As usual, the more approximations that are made, the more scaling transformations are
allowed, leading to fewer independent dimensionless parameters that need to be considered, thereby
imposing fewer divertor similarity constraints. The simplest model considered balances electron
heat conduction with impurity radiation and places the fewest constraints on similarity. To be able
to model the onset of detached divertor operation in short mean-free path regimes, a fluid neutral
description is employed that balances plasma pressure by neutral pressure. In this model the
constraints on divertor similarity are most severe. A less constrained long mean-free path or
Knudsen neutral model is also considered. It models the onset of detached divertor operation by
balancing plasma pressure by momentum transfer to the neutrals that are randomized by collisions
with the deep slot sidewalls. The simpler models have relaxed divertor similarity constraints, but all
models remain severely restricted by the collisionality constraints. ©1996 American Institute of
Physics.@S1070-664X~96!01003-6#

I. INTRODUCTION

Two-dimensional numerical models of divertors employ-
ing fluid descriptions of the plasma and either short~fluid! or
long ~Knudsen! mean-free path descriptions of the neutrals
contain large numbers of dimensionless parameters that must
be varied to investigate all operating regimes expected to be
of interest. Given the complexity of the descriptions, the task
is a rather daunting one. The question arises, therefore, as to
whether useful information can be obtained and the number
of independent parameters reduced by considering the scal-
ing transformation properties1,2 of the system of differential
equations and boundary conditions. The retention of bound-
ary conditions is a new and necessary feature that must be
considered when determining the allowed scaling transfor-
mations. If scale transformations can be found for a particu-
lar system, then by the invariance principle any quantities
evaluated from the same system must satisfy the same scal-
ings. To this end, we consider various divertor models and
show that the techniques introduced by Connor and Taylor1

and reviewed by Connor2 can be employed on boundary con-
ditions as well as the accompanying differential equations to
find the constraints on divertor similarity.

The sections that follow consider fluid and Knudsen neu-
tral models with fluid plasma equations and boundary condi-
tions appropriate for complete recycling. Both the short and
long mean-free path neutral descriptions adopted are capable
of modeling the observed drops in temperature, particle flux,
and energy flux at the target. The models assume all perpen-
dicular transport is due to the neutrals since they ignore
anomalous transport processes. They are best viewed as

models of the divertor between the X point and target. More
sophisticated models retaining anomalous transport are pos-
sible only if explicit perpendicular transport models are as-
sumed. In order to avoid suchad hocassumptions about the
anomalous transport coefficients we investigate cases in
which they enter only through the scrape-off layer width,
which we assume specified.

In Sec. II, we present the fluid neutral and fluid plasma
equations and boundary conditions, as obtained from Refs. 3
and 4. The equations and boundary conditions are made di-
mensionless in Sec. III, using the ionization energy of hydro-
gen, the peak upstream plasma pressure, and an appropriate
neutral penetration length. In Sec. IV the scaling transforma-
tions and similarity constraints of various fluid descriptions
are considered. The use of the technique of Connor and
Taylor1,2 when boundary conditions must be treated is illus-
trated in detail in Sec. IV A for the simple case in which the
neutrals are neglected and electron heat conduction balances
impurity radiation. The scaling law for the power to the tar-
get platesP divided by the major radiusR is derived, and
several possible ways to consider similarity are noted. In
Sec. IV B, we consider a reduced two-dimensional~2-D!
fluid neutral model based on the one-dimensional~1-D!
model shown in Ref. 5 to exhibit many of the key features of
divertor detachment. In two dimensions we recover
Lackner’s6 P/R5constant scaling, while in the 1-D limit
P/R need not be held constant for similarity. Moreover, for
this fluid neutral model it is found thatP/R}Dp/ l n@1, with
Dp and l n the scrape-off layer~SOL! width and neutral pen-
etration length. In Sec. IV C it is shown that the general 2-D
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fluid neutral model that does not allow any scaling transfor-
mations leads to essentially the same conclusions as the re-
duced 2-D fluid model, but involves more parameters. In
Sec. V we describe the Knudsen neutral model and its limi-
tations. We then investigate the scaling transformations for
the dimensionless equations and boundary conditions to
show thatP/R}(Dp/ l n)

3/2!1 for the Knudsen model and
that it need not be held constant for similar devices. In Sec.
V we discuss the implications of our results.

II. FLUID NEUTRAL AND PLASMA EQUATIONS AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

We adopt a simplied version of the full fluid neutral and
plasma equations in the SOL, as given in Refs. 3 and 4. Most
of the simplifications correspond to those normally employed
in 2-D SOL codes and are based in part on the 1-D model
solved in Ref. 5. Neglecting recombination here and else-
where, the steady-state ion and neutral continuity equations
are

“–~NiV i !5^sv&zNeNn ~1!

and

“–~NnVn!52^sv&zNeNn , ~2!

where the subscriptse, i , andn denote electrons, ions, and
neutrals;Nj andVj denote the density and mean velocity of
speciesj ; and^sv&z is the rate constant for electron impact
ionization. We assume singly charged ions and employ
quasineutrality and local ambipolarity to obtain

Ne5Ni and Ve5V i . ~3!

We assume that the mean ion velocity perpendicular to
the magnetic fieldV i' vanishes,

V i'50, ~4!

and for the perpendicular mean neutral velocityVn' we use
the perpendicular neutral momentum balance equation to ob-
tain

NnVn'5
2“'~NnT!10.24Nn“'T

MNi^sv&x1MNe^sv&z
, ~5!

whereM andT are the mass and temperature of the ions and
neutrals and̂sv&x is the charge exchange rate constant. The
0.24Nn“T term is the thermal force found in Ref. 4 and the
inertial terms are neglected since we assume that the perpen-
dicular mean flows are small. By takingV i'50, we are ne-
glecting the anomalous perpendicular particle flux normally
retained in the codes. Were explicit expressions available for
the anomalous transport coefficients, the boundary condi-
tions could be suitably modified and similarity techniques
employed on the generalized system of equations. However,
divertor simulators and codes need not necessarily model the
details of anomalous transport in the SOL. We avoid making
ad hoc assumptions about the anomalous transport coeffi-
cients in the SOL by specifying the SOL width as an input
parameter and by considering only the divertor region be-
tween the X point and the target.

To find the equation for the parallel ion velocityVi i , we
add the parallel ion and electron momentum equations to
eliminate electron–ion friction and obtain the parallel plasma
momentum balance equation,

“–@~MNiVi i
21NiT1NeTe1p i i!n̂#

5^sv&zMNeNnVni

2^sv&xMNnNi~Vi i2Vni!20.24Nnn̂–“T, ~6!

wheren̂5B/B is the unit vector along the magnetic field and
Te is the electron temperature. Because of charge exchange
coupling the parallel ion viscositypi i is (Nn1Ni)/Ni times
the Braginskii7 value3,4 and therefore given by

p i i521.3~Ni1Nn!Tit i n̂–“Vi i , ~7!

with ti the ion–ion collision time,

t i5
3M1/2T3/2

4~p!1/2Nie
4 ln L

. ~8!

The parallel neutral velocityVni is found from the par-
allel neutral momentum equation,

“–@~MNnVni
2 1NnT!n̂11pn–n̂#

52^sv&zMNeNnVni

1^sv&xMNnNi~Vi i2Vni!10.24Nnn̂–“T, ~9!

where, in the presence of charge exchange coupling to the
ions, the neutral viscositypn•n̂ is given by3,4

pn–n̂5SNn

Ni
Dp i in̂2

NnT

Ni^sv&x
S“Vni1

1

3
n̂n̂–“Vni D .

~10!

Charge exchange causes the ion and neutrals tempera-
tures to be equal to lowest order, as well as coupling the ion
and neutral flows via Eq.~6!. To close our system of equa-
tions we need separate equations for the ion5neutral and
electron temperatures. Ion plus neutral energy conservation
with the viscosity and electric field terms neglected gives the
equation forT to be

“–F S 52 T1
1

2
MVi

2D ~Ni1Nn!V1qi1qnG
5
3mNe~Te2T!

Mtei
, ~11!

whereV andVi are mean mass velocities defined by

~Ni1Nn!V5NiV i1NnVn , ~12!

V2'Vi
2, andtei is the electron–ion collision time,

tei5
3m1/2Te

3/2

4~2p!1/2Nie
4 ln L

. ~13!

Charge exchange makes the parallel ion heat fluxqi larger
than its Braginskii7 value by3,4 (Nn1Ni)/Ni , giving

qi523.9@~Ni1Nn!Tt i /M #n̂n̂–“T. ~14!

The neutral heat fluxqn in the presence of charge exchange
coupling to the ions is given by3,4
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qn5SNn

Ni
Dqi2 2.4NnT

MNi^sv&x
“T20.24NnT~Vn2V i !,

~15!

where the last term is of the form referred to as a diffusion
thermo-effect according to Chapman and Cowling.8

The final equation for the electron temperatureTe fol-
lows from the electron energy conservation equation,

“–S 52 TeNeVe1qeD52
3mNe~Te2T!

Mtei
2~ I ^sv&z

1EH^sv&H!NeNn

2EI^sv& INeNI , ~16!

where I is the ionization potential for hydrogen~13.6 eV!,
EH is the excitation energy of hydrogen~10.2 eV for Lyman
a!, with an excitation rate constant of^sv&H , NI is the im-
purity density, andEI is the energy of the relevant excited
impurity state with an excitation rate constant of^sv& I . The
parallel electron heat fluxqe is just the Braginskii7 result,

qe523.2~NeTetei /m!n̂n̂–“Te . ~17!

The preceding system of equations requires ten bound-
ary conditions since it is tenth order in the eight unknowns
Ne , Nn , Vi i , Vn , Te , andT. For upstream boundary condi-
tions we employ

Nnuup50, ~18!

Ne~Te1T!uup5Pup, ~19!

23.2~NeTetei /m!n̂–“Teuup5qei
up, ~20!

and

23.9@~Ni1Nn!Tt i /M #n̂–“Tuup5qi i
up, ~21!

where the upstream pressurePup and upstream parallel elec-
tron ~ion! heat fluxqei

up(qi i
up) are all specified functions at the

upstream entrance to the divertor. The neutral density bound-
ary condition corresponds to considering complete recycling
in the divertor region since it, ambipolarity, and the sum of
the two continuity equations require that there be no plasma
entering through the upstream boundary.

The remaining six boundary conditions are applied
downstream at the divertor target plates and sidewalls, where
wall values of density, temperature, etc. will be denoted by a
subscriptw. The outward directed unit vector normal to the
wall is defined asŵ, where, for definiteness, we assume
ŵ•n̂.0 ~ŵ–n̂,0! whenVi i,0 ~Vi i.0!. The parallel ion flow
into the walls must satisfy a generalized Bohm sheath crite-
rion,

ŵ–n̂Vi iuw52ŵ–n̂a~Tw /M !1/2, ~22!

wherea;0.5–1. To maintain a steady state, complete recy-
cling is imposed at the walls by demanding that the outgoing
normal neutral flux equal the incoming normal ion flux,

ŵ–~ n̂NiVi i1NnVn!uw50. ~23!

The parallel plasma momentum flux normal to the wall
is specified by

ŵ–n̂~MNiVi i
21NiT1NeTe1p i i!uw5g iŵ–n̂NiwTw ,

~24!

wheregi;2–3 is the plasma momentum transmission coef-
ficient. Similarly, the normal neutral momentum flux normal
to the wall is taken to be

u@ŵ–n̂~MNnVni
2 1NnT!1ŵ–pn–n̂#uw5gmNnwTw , ~25!

with gm;1–2 the neutral momentum transmission coeffi-
cient.

The final wall boundary conditions are on the energy
fluxes. The normal ion plus neutral energy flux onto the wall
is taken as

uŵ–@~5T/21MV2/2!~Nn1Ni !V1qi1qn#uw

52~auŵ–n̂ug iNiw1gnNnw!Tw~Tw /M !1/2, ~26!

wheregi;2–3 andgn;0.1–0.3 are the ion and neutral heat
transmission coefficients, respectively. Theaŵ–n̂ in the ion
contribution on the right side accounts for the ion heat flux
moving along the magnetic field and ions hitting the wall
with a parallel speed satisfying the Bohm condition. A simi-
lar expression holds for the normal electron energy flux onto
the wall,

ŵ–@ n̂~5Te/2!NeVei1qe#uw52aŵ–n̂geNewTew~Tew /M !1/2,
~27!

with ge;2–3 the electron heat transmission coefficient. The
various transmission coefficients are discussed in Refs. 9.

The preceding equations and boundary conditions form
the basic system of equations that we will investigate for
fluid neutrals. In the following sections we will make further
assumptions that allow us to combine the preceding equa-
tions to obtain simpler systems. Moreover, In Sec. V we will
make modifications that allow us to consider Knudsen neu-
trals.

III. DIMENSIONLESS FORM OF THE EQUATIONS AND
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS

To determine if the system of equations and boundary
conditions~and, therefore, the heat loads on target, etc.! of
Sec. II are invariant under particular sets of scaling transfor-
mations, it is convenient to first make the entire system di-
mensionless. To do so, we will adopt a 2-D Cartesian model,
with x andy denoting the radial and poloidal coordinates and
z corresponding to the ignorable toroidal direction~]/]z50!.
Writing the unit vector along the magnetic field as

n̂5~BT /B!ẑ1bŷ,

with b5BP/B andBP(BT) the poloidal~toroidal! magnetic
field components, gives

n̂–“5
b]

]y
, ẑ–V̂n'50, Viy5bVi i ,

~28!

Viz5SBT

B DVi i and Vj i5bVjy1SBT

B DVjz ,
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where j5 i , n, or e and we will assume thatB5uBu is a
constant.

We normalize temperatures and velocities to the hydro-
gen ionization potentialI by defining

t5T/I , te5Te /I , v i5~M /I !1/2Vi i ,

u5~M /I !1/2Vny , w5~M /I !1/2Vnx , and ~29!

v5~M /I !1/2Vni .

Densities are normalized by introducing the peak upstream
plasma pressurePu so that the known functionPup in the
upstream pressure boundary condition may be written as

Pup5PuSp~x/Dp!, ~30!

whereSp(x/Dp) is a specified order unity SOL shape func-
tion. UsingPu andI the normalized plasma and neutral den-
sities are then defined as

n5INe /Pu5INi /Pu and h5INn /Pu . ~31!

We desire to normalize lengths to the neutral penetration
scale lengthl n at the temperatureI and densityPu/I . As a
result, it is convenient to introduce another set of shape func-
tionsSx(T) andSz(Te) by defining

^sv&x5KxSx~T! and ^sv&z5KzSz~Te!, ~32!

whereKx andKz are true constants equal to the appropriate
peak values of the charge exchange and ionization rate con-
stants, so that the functionsSx(T) andSz(Te) are of order
unity. Using the preceding definitions,l n is defined as

l n5
I ~ I /M !1/2

Pu~KxKz!
1/2, ~33!

and the normalized poloidal~b! and radial~r! variables may
be defined as

b5y/ l n and r5x/ l n . ~34!

Using the preceding definitions and introducing the defi-
nition

s5~Kz /Kx!
1/2, ~35!

the continuity equations and the perpendicular neutral flux
equations become

b
]

]b
~nv i!5snhSz~te!, ~36!

]

]b
~hu!1

]

]r
~hw!52snhSz~te!, ~37!

h~u2bv !5
2~]/]b!~ht!10.24h~]t/]b!

n@sSz~te!1s21Sx~t!#
, ~38!

and

hw5
2~]/]r!~ht!10.24h~]t/]r!

n@sSz~te!1s21Sx~t!#
. ~39!

To make the parallel plasma momentum equation dimen-
sionless, we need to introduce a new dimensionless param-
eterm that is the Coulomb mean-free pathl divided by the
neutral penetration length at temperatureI ,

m5
0.55~MKxKz!

1/2I 3/2

e4 ln L
'

l

l n
U
T5I

. ~40!

Using this definition inpi i , parallel plasma momentum bal-
ance becomes

b
]

]b S nv i
21n~t1te!2mbt5/2

~n1h!

n

]v i

]b D10.24bh
]t

]b

5nh@svSz~te!2s21~v i2v !Sx~t!#. ~41!

No further new parameters are introduced by neutral mo-
mentum balance, which, upon inserting the neutral viscosity,
may be written as

b
]

]b
S hv21ht2mbt5/2

h~n1h!

n2
]v i

]b
D 20.24bh

]t

]b

2
]

]b
S s~11 1

3b
2!ht

nSx~t!

]v
]b

D 2
]

]r
S sht

nSx~t!

]v
]r

D
52nh@svSz~te!2s21~v i2v !Sx~t!#.

~42!

To write electron energy balance in dimensionless form,
it is convenient to first introduce two new shape functions
SH(Te) andSI(Te) for the hydrogen and impurity radiation
by letting

^sv&H5KHSH~Te! and ^sv& I5KISI~Te!, ~43!

whereKH andKI are true constants equal to the appropriate
peak values of the hydrogen and impurity rate constants,
such that the functionsSH(Te) and SI(Te) are order unity
functions. Next, we define the dimensionless impurity den-
sity nI and dimensionless constantssH andsI corresponding,
respectively, to energy and impurity density times energy
weighted ratios of radiation to neutral penetration scale
lengths,

nI5
INI

Pu
, sH5

EHKH

I ~KxKz!
1/2, and s I5

nIEIKI

I ~KxKz!
1/2.

~44!

Notice that we have implicitly assumed that the shape func-
tion for nI depends only onTe , but we could have allowed
additional spatial shape functions to model radial and poloi-
dal impurity profiles to remove this restriction. A final di-
mensionless constant parameterk, proportional to (M /m)1/2

times the Coulomb mean-free pathl divided by the neutral
penetration length at temperatureI , is defined by

k5
0.96M ~KxKz!

1/2I 3/2

m1/2e4 ln L
'SMmD 1/2 l

l n
U
Te5I

. ~45!

Notice thatk is also a measure of the temperature equilibra-
tion length divided by the neutral penetration length. In
terms of the preceding parameters, the dimensionless elec-
tron energy equation becomes

b
]

]b S 52 tenv i2kbte
5/2 ]te

]b D52
9.6n2~te2t!

kte
3/2

2snhSz~te!2sHnhSH~te!2s InSI~te!. ~46!
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The ion plus neutral energy balance introduces no new
parameters. With the heat fluxes inserted it becomes the
rather complicated expression

]

]b H F52 t1
1

2 S nv i1hv
n1h D 2G~bnv i1hu!

23mb2t5/2
~n1h!2

n2
]t

]b
20.24ht~u2bv i!J

1
]

]r H F52 t1
1

2 S nv i1hv
n1h D 2Ghw20.24htwJ

2
]

]b S 2.4sht

nSx~t!

]t

]b D2
]

]r S 2.4sht

nSx~t!

]t

]r D
5
9.6n2~te2t!

kte
3/2 , ~47!

where to simplify this result we have assumed for the first
time thatBP ~and, therefore,b! is a constant.

To obtain the boundary conditions in dimensionless form
it is convenient to introduce the shape functionsSe(x/Dp)
andSi(x/Dp) for known upstream poloidal electron (bqei

up)
and ion (bqi i

up) heat fluxes by defining

bqei
up52QePu~ I /M !1/2Se~x/Dp! and

bqi i
up52QiPu~ I /M !1/2Si~x/Dp!. ~48!

The dimensionless parametersQe andQi timesPu(I /M )1/2

are the peak upstream values of the poloidal electron and ion
heat fluxes, respectively. Lettingy50 andy5L denote the
target and the location at which the upstream boundary con-
ditions are applied, respectively, and employing the preced-
ing definitions, the dimensionless forms of the upstream
boundary conditions for the neutral density, plasma pressure,
and electron and ion heat fluxes are as follows:

h~b5L/ l n!50, ~49!

n~t1te!ub5L/ l n
5Sp~r l n /Dp!, ~50!

kb2te
5/2 ]te

]b U
b5L/ l n

5QeSeS r l n
Dp

D , ~51!

and

3mb2t5/2
]t

]bU
b5L/ l n

5QiSi S r l n
Dp

D . ~52!

We assume that the magnetic field is parallel to the side-
walls located atx56D and denote by a subscriptd the target
plate~y50!. Then, the dimensionless forms of the boundary
conditions for the parallel ion flow, parallel plasma momen-
tum, and parallel electron energy flow~which do not involve
the sidewalls! follow:

v id52atd
1/2, ~53!

a2ndtd1nd~td1ted!2mbtd
5/2 ~nd1hd!

nd

]v i

]b U
d

5g indtd , ~54!

and

5

2
andtedtd

1/21kbted
5/2 ]te

]b U
d

5agendted
3/2. ~55!

The remaining boundary conditions involve the neutrals
so we must distinguish between the sidewalls~at which
ŵ–n̂5x̂–n̂50 and whose location we denote by the subscript
s meaningx56D/2! and target~at whichŵ–n̂5ŷ–n̂5b!. As
a result, for the remaining dimensionless boundary condi-
tions for the ion plus neutral flows, the neutral momentum,
and the ion plus neutral energy we find the following forms:

hdud5abndtd
1/2, hsws50, ~56!

bhd~vd
21td!2mb2td

5/2 hd~nd1hd!

nd
2

]v i

]b U
d

2
s~11 1

3b
2!hdtd

ndSx~td!

]v
]bU

d

5gmhdtd , ~57a!

2
shsts
nsSx~ts!

]v
]rU

s

5gmhsts , ~57b!

and

S 2.4shdtd
ndSx~td!

13mb2td
5/2 ~nd1hd!

2

nd
2 D ]t

]bU
d

10.24hdtd

3~ud2bv id!5~abg ind1gnhd!td
3/2, ~58a!

2
2.4shsts
nsSx~ts!

]t

]rU
s

5gnhsts
3/2. ~58b!

Our fluid description in its most general form is now
complete. In the next section we will consider the properties
and simplifications of our system of equations.

IV. SCALING TRANSFORMATIONS AND SIMILARITY
FOR FLUID DESCRIPTIONS

The full 2-D system of differential equations and bound-
ary conditions as given by Eqs.~36!–~39!, ~41!, ~42!, ~46!,
~47!, ~49!–~52!, ~53!–~55!, and~56!–~58! involves the eight
unknownsn, h, v i , w, u, v, t, andte and the 17 dimension-
less parameterss, b, m, k, sH , sI , a, Qe , Qi , gi , gm , ge ,
gi , gn , L/ l n , Dp/ l n , andD/l n . It is important to notice that
Pu only appears in the definitionsn, h, l n , sI , and through
the normalizations for the upstream heat fluxes, as given by
Eq. ~48!. As a result, for similar configurations the densities
~recalls I}nI}NI /Pu! must scale linearly withPu , while the
depth (L) and width ~Dp andD! scaling must be inversely
proportional toPu . Recall also thatQe } bqei

up/Pu because of
the normalization of the upstream heat fluxes. Notice that the
usual collisionality scaling of density times scale length is
embedded inL/ l n , Dp/ l n , andD/l n , which are proportional
to density throughPu .

Fortunately, most of the dimensionless parameters are
reasonably well known, but rather wide ranges ofb, sI , Qe ,
Qi , L/ l n , Dp/ l n , andD/l n are of interest since they depend
on the upstream plasma pressure and heat fluxes, the impu-
rities, and the divertor configuration. Typicallys;0.1–1,
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sI;1, and for a tokamakb;0.05; while for Pu;1014

cm233100 eV,l;l n;0.3 cm, givingm;1 andk;50.
To reduce the number of dimensionless parameters we

can seek scale transformations of this system of equations. It
will turn out that the full system does not allow any scale
transformations, but that by simplifying the system, scale
transformations can be found that allow us to reduce the
number of dimensionless parameters that need be consid-
ered.

A. Model without neutrals

We first employ the Connor and Taylor1,2 procedure on a
simple limit to illustrate the need to retain boundary condi-
tions and how they are easily included by their technique. If
we adopt the simplest model possible by neglecting the neu-
trals completely~h→0!, letting v i→0 andt 5te , adding the
energy equations to eliminate electron–ion energy exchange,
and neglecting the ion heat conduction compared to that of
the electrons, we find that plasma pressure balance becomes
2nte5Sp(r l n/Dp), and we need only consider

2b
]

]b S kbte
5/2 ]te

]b D5s Ite
21SI~te!SpS r l n

Dp
D . ~59!

In this limit the upstream boundary condition is given by Eq.
~51! and the target boundary condition is given by Eq.~55!
with the convection term neglected,

2kbted
5/2 ]te

]b U
d

5ageted
1/2SpS r l n

Dp
D . ~60!

In this model the parameterD/l n does not enter because side-
wall boundary conditions are not needed sinceDp,D.

We seek scale transformations by scaling the dependent
variablete , the two independent variablesr andb, and the
seven dimensionless parametersb, k, sI ,Qe , age , L/ l n , and
Dp ~but only the arguments of shape functions, since their
coefficients are accounted for by scaling the dimensionless
parameters!. Letting te→v1te , b→v2b, r→v3r, b→v4b,
k→v5k, s I→v6s I , Qe→v7Qe , age→v8age ,
L/ l n→v9L/ l n , andDp/ l n→v10Dp/ l n , we find four indepen-
dent scale transformations:

~ i! b→v2b, L/ l n→v2L/ l n , k→v2k,

s I→s I /v2 ;

~ ii ! r→v3r, Dp / l n→v3Dp / l n ; ~61!

~ iii ! b→v4b, s I→v4s I , k→k/v4 ,

Qe→v4Qe ;

and

~ iv! Qe→v7Qe , s I→v7s I , k→v7k,

age→v7age ;

wherevj denotes the scaling constants and for each transfor-
mation we do not indicate quantities not scaled~notice that
te can never be scaled because of the complicated depen-
dence ofSI!. The second transformation is needed to keep
the argument ofr-dependent shape functions fixed.

We started with seven dimensionless parameters and two
dimensionless independent variables and have found four
transformations. Any physical quantity of interest derivable
from this system of equations must be invariant under the
four scaling transformations. In particular, we can find the
five invariant combinations of the seven dimensionless pa-
rameters and the two dimensionless variables by considing
the scaling properties of the invariant product,

ZABC•••5bAkBs I
cQe

D~age!
E~L/ l n!

F~Dp / l n!
GrHb I .

~62!

For both sides of Eq.~62! to be invariant (ZABC•••→ZABC•••)
under the scale transformations of Eq.~61! requires

15v2
B2C1F1Iv3

G1Hv4
A2B1C1Dv7

B1C1D1E

or

F5C2B2I , G52H, A5B2C2C, and

E52B2C2D,

which, when used in Eq.~62!, gives

ZBCDHI5S bklnLage
D BS s IL

l nbage
D CS Qe

bage
D DS r l n

Dp
D HS b l n

L D I .
~63!

As a result, only the three independent dimensionless param-
eters:bkln/Lage , s IL/ l nbage , andQe/bage , as well as the
independent variable combinationsr l n/Dp andb l n/L satisfy
the four scaling transformations, reducing the number of di-
mensionless quantities by four.

We are particularly interested in the form of the normal-
ized poloidal energy flux on the target plates
Qt[qt/Pu(I /M )1/2, which depends onr l n/Dp , but not
b l n/L, sinceb50. We first note thatQt must contain a co-
efficient having the same scaling asQe(Qt→v4v7Qt) times
an unknown function of these three independent parameters
andr l n/Dp :

qt5QePuS IM D 1/2f S bklnLage
,

s IL

l nbage
,

Qe

bage
,

r l n
Dp

D . ~64!

Here and elsewheref is used to denote an unknown function
of the arguments listed. The arguments off can be written in
various equivalent ways since products of the invariant di-
mensionless quantities are invariant. A convenient form for
our purposes is

qt5bagePuS I

M D 1/2f S bklnLage
,
ks I

a2ge
2 ,

Qe

bage
,

r l n
Dp

D , ~65!

whereQe andbage scale the same way.
Since the hydrogen ionization potential does not enter

this simple model, we can make the replacementI→EI in all
quantities to replaceI by the excitation energy of interest.
Notice that none of the dimensionless parameters that enter
Eqs.~64! or ~65! depend onKxKz since the neutral penetra-
tion length, which no longer enters, is replaced byb times an
appropriate Coulomb mean-free path~0.96EI

3/Pue
4 ln L!. In

this simple model, these same dimensionless parameters can
be found by direct integration and application of the bound-
ary conditions. Then, it can be seen that for a sufficiently
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localized shape functionSI(te) with a te dependence permit-
ting no impurity radiation losses fory.L, the functionf in
Eq. ~65! will be insensitive to the first parameter, which de-
scribes the Coulomb collisionality. Moreover, for a suffi-
ciently low impurity density,f will be insensitive to the sec-
ond parameter.

If we form the power to the platesP by integratingx
over the SOL widthDp , then for a single null divertor,
P54pR*dx qt gives

P

R
5bage DpPuS I

M D 1/2f S bklnLage
,
ks I

a2ge
2 ,

Qe

bage
D , ~66!

whereR is the major radius of the tokamak and, of course,f
is a different unknown function. Notice that the only depen-
dence on the SOL width enters as an explicit multiplier in
Eq. ~66!. For similar divertors we must keep the unknown
function f fixed. Sincebkln/Lage}b/ageLPu , we may use
Pu}b/ageL in Eq. ~66! to obtain

P/R}bagePuDp}b
2Dp /L, ~67!

for similar devices in whichbkln/Lage , ks I /a
2ge

2, and
Qe/bage are held constant to keep the unknown functionf
constant. Iff is independent of its first argument~localized
SI!, then the final form of Eq.~67! is not relevant.

In Lackner’s6 treatment all lengths and magnetic fields in
the divertor must scale the same way for similar tokamaks or
similar divertors, so thatDp/L andb, and, therefore,P/R are
constants. It should be mentioned that Lackner actually takes
P to be the power from the core that crosses the separatrix,
rather than the power entering the divertor. In our restricted
modelDp , Pu , b, Qe , andks I}nIEIKI , are viewed as in-
dependent control parameters~k is a constant andage does
not vary significantly!, so for a givenL we can adjustPu ,
ks I}nIEIKI , andQe to keep the arguments off fixed and
still be free to adjustDp and b. The constraints andP/R
scaling for this model are summarized in the first column of
Table I.

Similarity constraints are significantly relaxed by consid-
ering this substantially reduced description with no neutrals.
In the International Thermonuclear Experimental Reactor

~ITER!10 P;300 MW, R;8 m, b; 1
6, Dp;1 cm, and

Pu;1014 cm233500 eV, so using Eq.~67!, a similar device
with P;30 MW andR;4 m givesPITER/RITER;5P/R and
is possible for aPu about five times smaller~butL five times
larger! than the ITER value, assuming roughly the sameb,
Dp , andage ~if Dp in ITER turns out to be larger than 1 cm,
then the power of the similar device could be lowered by the
same amount!. If we employ the anticipated Alcator
C-MOD11 numbers~P;8 MW, R;0.7 m, Dp;1 cm, and
Pu;1014 cm233100 eV!, we obtain a value ofP/RPuDp

larger than the ITER value by almost a factor of 2 so that it
could provide good similarity to ITER in the fluid neutral
limit at the onset of detachment if the collisionality con-
straint ~bkln/Lage}b/ageLPu5const! does not need to be
satisfied because the impurity radiation losses are sufficiently
localized11–14 that the depth of the divertor becomes unim-
portant.

In addition toDp and b, we are also free to adjustB
~since only the ratiob enters in our equations!. These three
adjustments can be used to satisfy other constraints, such as
gyroradius over scale length~for example, constantBDp or
BpDp! and/or plasma beta~constantb}Pu/B

2! constraints.
Some possibilities are shown in Table II and include a
P/R}ageBp}Bp scaling similar to that found In Ref. 15.

TABLE I. Divertor similarity: Constraints~key arguments off ! andP/R scaling~coefficient of f !.

Similarity
constraint

No neutrals
~three arguments!

Fluid neutrals
~six key arguments!

Knudsen neutrals
~five key arguments!

Parallel heat flux
~determinesQe!

Qe/bage

~age'const!
Qe/b Qe/b

Impurity radiation
~determinessI!

s I /~age!
2

~age'const!
sI sI

Collisionality
~determinesPu!

bln/ageL
~age'const!

bln/L bln/L

Chamber width
~determinesD!

none D/L d/b2

(d}cVD/ l n)
B field ratio
~determinesb!

none b none

SOL width
~determinesDp!

none Dp/D Dp/D

Other constants k k,s,a,sH ,gn ,ge1g i k,s,a,sH ,ge1g i

P/R scaling b2Dp/L constant b2Dp/L
~free to adjust! (Dp ,b,B) (B) (cV,b,B)

TABLE II. Some additional constraints and resulting scalings for no neutral
model.

Case Additional constraints ResultingP/R scaling

~a!
b5const

Dp/L5const
constant

~b! bDp/L5const
BDp5const

b

~c! b}Pu/B
25const

BDp5const
ageBp

~d! b5const
BDp5const

1/BL

~e! b5const
b}Pu/B

25const
ageB

2Dp
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B. Reduced fluid neutral model

If we assume thats!1 andb!1, and neglect inertial
(v2'v i

2!t;1) and ion ~smb2!1! and neutral viscosity
~s!1! effects, then the ionization terms in Eqs.~38! and~39!
may be neglected and Eq.~41! or ~42! employed to find
v'v i . As a result, the perpendicular neutral flux equations,
Eqs.~38! and ~39!, become

nh~u2bv i!Sx~t!5sS 2
]

]b
~ht!10.24h

]t

]b D ~68!

and

nhwSx~t!5sS 2
]

]r
~ht!10.24h

]t

]r D . ~69!

If we also assume that the ions and neutrals have equilibrated
with the electrons, the sum of Eqs.~41! and~42! with inertial
and viscous terms neglected gives total parallel momentum
balance to be

]

]b
@~2n1h!t#50. ~70!

Equilibration between electrons and ions and neutrals fol-
lows from Eq.~47! if convection and conduction are made
small by takingks!1, since we have already assumed per-
pendicular flows to be small compared to parallel flows and
b!1. We obtain the equation fort under the same assump-
tions, by adding Eqs.~46! and ~47! and usingk@m to form
the total energy conservation equation,

b
]

]b S 5tnv i10.24thv i2kbt5/2
]t

]b D1
]

]b
~2.3thu!

1
]

]r
~2.3thw!2

]

]b S 2.4sht

nSx~t!

]t

]b D
2

]

]r S 2.4sht

nSx~t!

]t

]r D
52snhSz~t!2sHnhSH~t!2s InSI~t!. ~71!

Equations~36!, ~37!, and ~68!–~71! are the reduced fluid
neutral equations that consist of a fifth-order system of six
equations for the six unknownsn, h, v i , u, w, andt. For the
orderings ]/]b;1;]/]r, n;1;h, v i

2!t;1, s!1, b!1,
ks!1, andm;1, we see thatbv i;u;w;kb2;sH;s1!1.
The 1-D version of this reduced system of equations with the
thermal force and impurity radiation neglected is investi-
gated in Ref. 5. To complete the reduced fluid neutral de-
scription, we need the five boundary conditions given by the
Bohm sheath criterion, Eq.~53!; complete recycling, Eq.
~56!; the upstream pressure and heat flux,

2ntub5L/ l n
5Sp~r l n /Dp!, ~72!

kb2t5/2
]t

]bU
b5L/ l n

5QeSeS r l n
Dp

D ; ~73!

and the energy flux into the walls,

5

2
abndtd

3/21S kb2td5/21 2.4shdtd
ndSx~td!

D ]t

]bU
d

10.24hdtd~ud

2bv id!5ab~ge1g i !ndtd
3/21gnhdtd

3/2, ~74a!

2
2.4shsts
nsSx~ts!

]t

]rU
s

5gnhsts
3/2. ~74b!

Notice that Eqs.~72! and ~73! follow from ~50! and ~51!,
while Eq. ~74! follows from ~55! and ~58!. Equation~49! is
no longer needed, since it follows from integrating~70! and
using~72!, and Eqs.~54! and~57! are not needed because of
the neglect of viscous effects.

Equations~36!, ~37!, ~68!–~71!, ~53!, ~56!, and ~72!–
~74! permit only two independent scale transformations:

~ i! s→v1s, b→v1b, u→v1u, w→v1w,

k→k/v1 , sH→v1sH , s I→v1s I ,

Qe→v1Qe , gn→v1gn ;

and

~ ii ! v i→v2v i , b→b/v2 , k→v2
2k, a→v2a.

~75!

In this case the poloidal energy flux onto the plates,qt , de-
pends onr and the 12 parameters:b, k, s, Qe , l n/L, sH , sI ,
a, gn , ge1g i , Dp/ l n , andD/l n . The parameterD/l n enters
because of the sidewall boundary condition of Eq.~74b!.
Recalling thatqt scales asQe and proceeding as before,
gives

qt5baPuS IM D 1/2f S l nL , bka ,
Qe

ba
,

s1

s
,

s

ba
,

sH

s
,

gn

ba
,

ge1g i ,
D

L
,

D

Dp
,

r l n
Dp

D . ~76!

The dimensionless parameters that enterqt are consistent
~apart from notation! with those found in the one-
dimensional model of Ref. 5, which neglects thermal force
effects ~and modifications required by Onsager symmetry!,
impurity radiation in its recycling region, and the parameters
l n/L, D/L, andD/Dp that depend on the depth and width of
the divertor channel and scrape-off layer to find

td5 f S b2ks
,
Qe

ba
,

s

ba
,

sH

s
,

gn

ba
,ge1g i D , ~77a!

which is then solved to obtain the following form of the
global energy balance equation:

Qe5ba f S td ,
b2k

s
,

s

ba
,

sH

s
,

gn

ba
,ge1g i D . ~77b!

Forming the power to the platesP for a single null di-
vertor usingP54pR*dx qt to integrate Eq.~76! over the
scrape-off layer widthdp gives
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P

R
5ba DpPuS IM D 1/2

3 f S l nL , bka ,
Qe

ba
,

s I

s
,

s

ba
,

sH

s
,

gn

ba
,ge1g i ,

D

L
,

Dp

D D .
~78!

For similar devices described by this reduced fluid neu-
tral model, we need to keepf fixed by keeping each of the
dimensionless parameters constant. To see to what extent this
is possible, we note that the parametersk, s, sH , and l nPu

are constants and thata, gn/a, andge1g i do not vary sig-
nificantly. For a specified depthL we adjustPu , b, Qe , and
sI to hold l n/L}1/LPu , bk/a, Qe/ba, andsI /s fixed, then
we must adjustD andDp to keepD/L andD/Dp constant.
Therefore, we must keep

P/R}ba DpPu}Dp / l n5const. ~79!

Consequently, similarity for this fluid neutral model recovers
Lackner’s6 result and requires the sameb, Qe ~recall that
Qe } qei

up/Pu), l n/L}1/LPu , sI , D/L, andD/Dp , as well as
the samea, k, s, sH , gn , andge1g i . For the fluid neutral
model,B ~or Bp! is the only adjustable quantity that can be
used to satisfy either a gyroradius or beta scaling. The sec-
ond column of Table I summarizes the constraints andP/R
scaling~which, of course, can be reexpressed using the con-
straints! for this model.

It is important to note that the constantDp/ l n must be
much larger than unity for the fluid neutral model since the
SOL thickness must be large compared to the neutral pen-
etration scale length. As a result, the largerP/R, the more the
neutrals behave like a fluid. Except for the
Alcator-C-MOD,11 current machines12–14are in the opposite
limit of Knudsen neutrals. However, there is recent experi-
mental evidence from the Alcator-C-MOD that the detached
divertor operation observed is insensitive to the depth16 L. If
this observation is confirmed it would mean thatf is insen-
sitive toL in detached regimes~as in the 1-D model of Ref.
5!, then the parametersl n/L andD/L in f could be replaced
by the singleL independent parameterD/l n or Dp/ l n . Recall
that in the model without neutrals, the insensitivity toL oc-
curred whenever the radiation losses were sufficiently local-
ized.

We can relax theP/R scaling of this neutral fluid model
by considering the one-dimensional limit of Eqs.~36!, ~37!,
~68!–~71!, ~53!, ~56!, and~72!–~74!, in which ]/]r505w in
Eqs. ~37!, ~69!, and ~71! for the SOL regionuru,Dp/2l n
~uxu,Dp/2! and the sidewalls and the sidewall boundary con-
dition ~74b! do not enter. In this case, which includes the
model of Ref. 5,D cannot enterqt andP/R. Moreover, the
scaling transformation~ii ! of Eq. ~61! is allowed, sincer
enters only through shape functions, which means thatDp

does not enter the unknown function inP/R and only enters
qt via the combinationr l n/Dp . In addition, the divertor is
assumed infinitely deep~L→`! and impurity radiation is as-
sumed to occur upstream so thatL andsI do not enter. As a
result, for the one-dimensional neutral fluid case,

qt5baPuS IM D 1/2f S bka ,
Qe

ba
,

s

ba
,

sH

s
,

gn

ba
,

ge1g i ,
r l n
Dp

D , ~80a!

P

R
5ba DpPuS IM D 1/2f S bka ,

Qe

ba
,

s

ba
,

sH

s
,

gn

ba
,ge1g i D , ~80b!

and, upon choosingb andQe to hold the unknown function
f fixed ~recall k, s, sH , and l nPu are constants, anda and
theg8s do not vary significantly!,

P/R}DpPu}Dp / l n . ~80c!

Unlike the 2-D case,Dp/ l n need not be a constant for similar
devices in the 1-D case. Therefore, a 1-D model of a SOL of
width Dp allows a device similar to ITER to have a much
smallerP/R andDpPu}Dp/ l n as in the discussion following
Eq. ~67!.

If we include the inertial terms in our reduced neutral
fluid model, then we lose the second scaling transformation
in Eq. ~75! sincev i

2 andt must scale in the same way. As a
result,a must be held constant for similarity since it appears
as a separate parameter in the argument off . Sincea'const
to satisfy the Bohm sheath criterion, the modifiedf is effec-
tively the same as Eq.~78! and, therefore, leads to the same
conclusions.

If, in addition, we keep ion heat conduction and neutral
and ion viscosity, but assumeb2!1, we need only supple-
ment the first scaling transformation in Eq.~75! by m→m/v1,
gm→v1gm , andQi→v1Qi . Then the only allowed scaling
transformation gives Eq.~78! with the additional dimension-
less parametersa, bm, gm/b, gi , andQi /b appearing in the
argument of the unknown function. Sincem is a constant and
gm and gi do not vary significantly, andb had to be held
constant to keepf fixed ~note thatbk is one of the arguments
of f andk is a constant!, viscosity and ion heat conduction
only alter our conclusions from Eqs.~76! and~78! by requir-
ing that each of the dimensionless upstream electron and ion
heat fluxes,Qe andQi , respectively, be held fixed in similar
devices.

Finally, if we attempt to keep the ionization terms as
well as the charge exchange terms in the perpendicular neu-
tral momentum balance equations,~38! and ~39!, we will
also lose the first scaling transformation in Eq.~75! because
s→s. Then the unknown function inqt will depend on the
16 dimensionless parameterss, b, m, k, sH , sI , a, Qe , Qi ,
gi , gm , ge1g i , gn , D/L, D/Dp , andL/ l n , as well asr l n/Dp .
Since s, m, k, sH , a, gi , gm , ge1g i , and gn are either
constants or are unable to vary significantly, the additional
ionization terms have no significant impact on similarity,
since only the sameb, sI , Qe , Qi , D/L, D/Dp , andL/ l n are
required.
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C. General fluid neutral model

The general fluid neutral model system of equations de-
scribed in Sec. III cannot allow any scaling transformations
since none are permitted for the reduced system mentioned at
the end of Sec. IV B. Neglecting ion and neutral viscosity,
inertial terms, and ionization in the perpendicular neutral
flow equations does not help because of the neutral–ion mo-
mentum exchange due to charge exchange and the ion–
electron energy equilibration terms. Consequently, for the
general neutral fluid system no simplification occurs, so

P

R
5DpPuS IM D 1/2f S s,b,m,k,sH ,s I ,a,Qe ,Qi ,

g i ,gm ,ge ,g i ,gn ,
D

L
,

D

Dp
,
L

l n
D , ~81!

with Qe andQi and ge and gi appearing separately rather
than as sums. In this case similarity requires the sameb, sI ,
D/L, D/Dp , L/ l n}PuL, Qe , andQi ~with s, m, k, sH , a, gi ,
gm , ge , gi , andgn either constants or unable to vary signifi-
cantly!, and, not surprisingly, leads to Lackner’s8 P/R5const
result. Therefore, the general fluid neutral model introduces
additional parameters, but leads to essentially the same con-
clusions as the reduced fluid neutral model.

V. SCALING TRANSFORMATIONS AND SIMILARITY
FOR KNUDSEN NEUTRALS

Reference 5 also considers a deep divertor slot geometry
with a complete recycling model of the neutrals in which the
neutral mean-free path is long compared to the divertor
width and the Coulomb mean-free path is assumed small
compared to parallel scale lengths. This idealized limit, in
which charge exchange is retained and the long mean-free
path neutrals are randomized by collisions with the walls, is
referred to as the Knudsen neutral model or Knudsen flow
approximation in Ref. 5. For this model the depth of the
narrow divertor slotL must be much larger than its widthD
so that nearly all of the neutrals created at the target by the
recombining ions can stream to the sidewalls to be random-
ized within a fewD’s of the target and well before they reach
the upstream divertor entrance. As a result, the neutrals are
assumed to be uniformly distributed inx ~as well asz! for
D!y,L, with no poloidal or toroidal flow. The randomizing
wall collisions are assumed to result in a diffusive poloidal
neutral flow,

NnVn52 ŷD
]Nn

]y
, ~82a!

where the diffusion coefficientD is given by

D5cVD, ~82b!

with D andV the characteristic step iny and speed between
randomizing collisions at the walls andc an order unity nu-
merical coefficient, which depends on the properties and
conditioning of the walls. The speedV is set by the neutral
temperature, which in this model is small compared to the
ion and electron temperatures. Equation~82! is then inserted

into Eq. ~2! to obtain the neutral continuity equation. To
makeD dimensionless we introduce the dimensionless dif-
fusivity d, defined by

d5
cVD

l n~ I /M !1/2
. ~82c!

The remaining equations for the Knudsen neutral model
are ion continuity, Eq.~1! with Eq. ~4! inserted; parallel
plasma momentum balance as obtained from Eq.~6! by set-
ting Vni50, neglecting inertia, and dropping the thermal
force term; and total plasma energy conservation as obtained
by assumingTe'T, neglecting inertia, and adding Eqs.~11!
and~16! together with the neutral flow and neutral heat flux
terms ignored. If we neglect ion heat conduction and viscos-
ity the dimensionless form of the Knudsen neutral model
equations is as follows:

d
]2h

]b2 5snhSz~t!, ~83!

b
]

]b
~nv i!5snhSz~t!, ~84!

sb
]

]b
~2nt!52nhv iSx~t!, ~85!

b
]

]b S 5tnv i2kbt5/2
]t

]b D
52snhSz~t!2sHnhSH~t!2s1nSI~t!. ~86!

This sixth-order system of equations in the four unknownsn,
h, v i , andt is employed with the three upstream boundary
conditions given by Eqs.~49!, ~72!, and ~73!, and the three
downstream boundary conditions given by Eq.~53! and the
appropriately modified versions of~56! and ~74a!:

2d
]h

]bU
d

D5abE
0

Dp
dx ndtd

1/2

5abDpE
0

1

dS r l n
Dp

Dndtd1/2, ~87!

5abndtd
3/21kb2td

5/2 ]t

]bU
d

5ab~ge1g i !ndtd
3/2. ~88!

The three downstream boundary conditions are applied a few
D’s from the target in order for the diffusive model of Eqs.
~82! to be valid. Equation~87! is obtained by demanding
complete recycling, and recalling that the neutral distribution
is uniform across the entire divertor channel of widthD,
while the plasma is localized to the SOL of widthDp . Notice
thatD enters throughd, as well as Eq.~87!, but not through
any sidewall boundary conditions, and recall thatb5L/ l n at
the upstream entrance.

The Knudsen neutral model, consisting of Eqs.~49!,
~53!, ~72!, ~73!, and ~83!–~88!, contains the 12 dimension-
less parametersd, s, b, k, sH , sI , L/ l n , Qe , a, ge1g i ,
Dp/ l n , andDp/D, and permits the following three scale trans-
formations:
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~ i! s→v1s, v i→v1v i , k→v1k,

sH→v1sH , s I→v1s I , d→v1d,

Qe→v1Qe , a→v1a;

~ ii ! b→v2b, b→v2b, d→v2
2d,

Qe→v2Qe , L/ l n→v2L/ l n ;

and

~ iii ! r→v3r, Dp / l n→v3Dp / l n . ~89!

These transformation reduce the number of independent di-
mensionless parameters by three and the procedure of Sec.
IV A gives

qt5baPuS IM D 1/2f S blnL ,
k

a
,
Qe

ba
,

s I

s
,

s

a
,

sH

s
,

d

ab2
,

ge1g i ,
Dp

D
,

r l n
Dp

D ~90!

and

P

R
5ba DpPuS IM D 1/2f S blnL ,

k

a
,
Qe

ba
,

s I

s
,

s

a
,

sH

s
,

d

ab2
,ge1g i ,

Dp

D D . ~91!

The new parameter in the unknown function is the effective
diffusivity d/ab2 ~or l nd/abL}cVD/abL!, which replaces
the gn/ba ~or gnD/baL! parameter of the fluid neutral
model~cV replacesgn!. Moreover, for the deep slot Knudsen
model,D/L no longer enters and theb dependence is altered
~b scales the same way asb! from the fluid neutral model,
since the neutrals are no longer strongly coupled to the ions
by charge exchange. The other parameterss/a, sH/s, k/a,
andge1g i in the argument off for P/R must also be held
constant. Therefore, if we adjustPu , D, Dp , Qe , andsI to
keepbln/L, d/ab

2}(cV DPu/ab
2), Dp/D, Qe/ba, andsI /a

fixed for a specifiedL, we obtain the scaling

P/R}ba DpPu}b
2Dp /L}~cV!2~Dp /L !3

}~cV!1/2~Dp / l n!
3/2, ~92!

where we have usedPu}1/l n}b/L and b}(cVDp/a l n)
1/2,

anda must be kept constant sinces andk are constants. As
a result,P/R is not a constant for the Knudsen fluid model,
which requiresDp/ l n!1, and we are still free to adjustcV
and b, as well asB, to satisfy other constraints. The con-
straints andP/R scaling for the Knudsen model are summa-
rized in the third column of Table I. Keeping the inertial
corrections in the Knudsen neutral model results in the loss
of scaling transformation~ii ! and makes it necessary to keep
a fixed for similarity, so results in no significant change.

VI. DISCUSSION

Based on the model without neutrals and the fluid neu-
tral models considered here, the collisionality, upstream par-
allel heat flux, andP/R constraints on ITER divertor simi-
larity are difficult to simultaneously satisfy in present

tokamaks. The model without neutrals has the least restric-
tive P/R scaling and the fluid neutral model the most con-
straints. The less restrictive and more favorable scaling of the
Knudsen model means that the constantP/R constraint
found for fluid neutrals is relaxed, as the neutrals make the
transition fromDp/ l n@1 to Dp/ l n!1, whereDp and l n are
the scrape-off layer width and the characteristic neutral pen-
etration depth@recall Eq. ~33!#, respectively. Consequently,
lower-density machines may have a less constrainedP/R
scaling than higher-density ones. In either limit, however, a
severe similarity constraint arises from collisionality. For a
given b5Bp/B, similar collisionality requiresPuL5const
and therefore deep divertor chambers at the lower upstream
pressures of present tokamaks. However, in light of recent
experimental results from the Alcator-C-MOD16 indicating
that divertor operation during detachment is insensitive to
the divertor depthL, it is tempting to speculate that it may be
possible to ignore theL dependence off in Eq. ~91! and
replace thel n/L andD/L dependences of the unknown func-
tion f in Eq. ~78! by D/l n . Even if this is not the case, the
database from the present machines, coupled with the key
parameters found here and in divertor modeling codes, might
be used to construct a power law form for the unknown
function in theP/R scaling law. The constraint on the up-
stream parallel heat flux is less severe because it is divided
by Pu @recall the definition ofQe from Eq. ~48!#. The tech-
niques employed herein can be used to determine the key
parameters for the equations and boundary conditions solved
in the modeling codes.

Generally speaking, recombination only plays an impor-
tant role in plasma–neutral interactions when detachment is
achieved.17 Therefore, the threshold for detachment can be
obtained by neglecting recombination as in the models con-
sidered here~and as shown in detail in one dimension in Ref.
5!. In very low-temperature regimes when recombination
must be retained, there are two possible mechanisms: two
body via the molecular channel and three body. When two-
body recombination is substantially enhanced by the pres-
ence of molecular hydrogen at moderate plasma densities,18

our scalings can be recovered, since an additional dimension-
less parameter proportional to the effective rate constant of
the new reactions appears in the arguments of our unknown
functions. At high densities three-body recombination must
be retained and we can no longer scale densities to the up-
stream pressure. Therefore, we must require the same den-
sity, as well as temperature, profiles along and across the
magnetic field in similar devices. Such a requirement on the
density would be overly restrictive when recombination is
negligible and when it does not alter the plasma and neutral
behavior upstream of the localized, low~,2 eV! tempera-
ture, high plasma density region in which it must be retained.
Consequently, three-body recombination was neglected in
the interest of simplicity, even though there are indications
that it plays an important role in the low-temperature, high-
density regions downstream of the ionization front.17

The list of dimensionless parameters given for each of
the models is not intended to be exhaustive. For more com-
plicated divertor geometries, additional geometric param-
eters must be introduced. Moreover, in modeling impurity
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radiation in the electron energy balance equation, we as-
sumed for simplicity that the impurity density could be writ-
ten as a specified function of the plasma temperature, thereby
restricting impurity similarity. This assumption is appropriate
when the impurity pressure gradient along the magnetic field
is balanced by the thermal force between the impurities and
background plasma. In a more general model, the impurity
density would be governed by a complicated set of impurity
conservation equations that would introduce a large number
of additional dimensionless parameters associated with the
impurities, which would have to be matched to ensure full
impurity similarity.

The upstream heat flux entering the divertor also places
a severe constraint on the similarity of present tokamak di-
vertors to ITER. However, for the various models consid-
ered, only the parallel heat flux must be matched. Since a
divertor simulator need not be a conventional tokamak, the
normalized parallel heat flux, Eq.~48!, might be matched by
adjusting the field line angle in a toroidal device to make
b5Bp/B smaller for a fixed poloidal heat flux. For a non-
conventional tokamak simulator there is much more flexibil-
ity in making the collisionality and other divertor and geo-
metrical parameters similar~for a simulator of SOL length £
the replacementR→£/4p is made inP/R!.
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